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Special Edition Using Microsoft Windows XP Home (3rd Edition)Que, 2004
The only Windows XP Home book readers need!  Windows 95/98/Me users rejoice! Finally, the stability of Windows NT/2000 in an operating system built for the home and small business user - Windows XP has answered many prayers. Don't be fooled, however.  If you think there was a lot to learn when the world jumped from DOS to Windows 95, then you're...
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The Definitive Guide to GrailsApress, 2006
Reviewed and endorsed by Guillaume Laforge and Dierk Koenig of Groovy, The Definitive Guide to Grails, by Grails lead Graeme Rocher, is for anyone looking for a more agile approach to web development with a dynamic scripting language such as Groovy. It will show you the new direction web frameworks are taking and specifically how a dynamic...
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Professional Visual Studio ExtensibilityWrox Press, 2008
Professional Visual Studio Extensibility
    Are you ready to extend the capabilities of Visual Studio to become more efficient and productive? Whether you want to integrate optimized builds, enhanced programming tools, or other rapid application development features, this unique resource shows you how to develop customized...
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The Tao of Chemistry and Life: A Scientific JourneyOxford University Press, 2009
As most writers will testify, writing a book entails a fair amount of hard work. It follows that one needs a reason for undertaking the task in the first place. The easiest motivation to understand for writing a book, and perhaps the most common one, is the desire for monetary reward. I do not know what inspired J. K. Rowling to write her...
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Test-Driven JavaScript Development (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2010

	For JavaScript developers working on increasingly large and complex projects, effective automated testing is crucial to success. Test-Driven JavaScript Development is a complete, best-practice guide to agile JavaScript testing and quality assurance with the test-driven development (TDD) methodology. Leading agile JavaScript...
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Macroeconomics (Available Titles Coursemate)Cengage Learning, 2010

	Economics is global and the Eighth Edition of MACROECONOMICS maintains the hallmarks of the Boyes/Melvin series--accessible writing, strong pedagogy, and integration of global economic issues--while faithfully presenting the latest thinking of economists on important macroeconomic phenomena. The authors have carefully integrated their popular...
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Effective Modern C++: 42 Specific Ways to Improve Your Use of C++11 and C++14O'Reilly, 2014

	
		Coming to grips with C++11 and C++14 is more than a matter of familiarizing yourself with the features they introduce (e.g., auto type declarations, move semantics, lambda expressions, and concurrency support). The challenge is learning to use those features effectively—so that your software is correct, efficient,...
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RxJava for Android Developers: with ReactiveX and FRPManning Publications, 2019

	Summary

	

	RxJava for Android Developers teaches you how to build fast, fluid, and reactive mobile apps for Android with RxJava.

	

	Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	

	About the Technology

	
...
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Learning Java (The Java Series)O'Reilly, 2000
This book is about the Java™ language and programming environment. If you've been at all active on the Internet in the past few years, you've heard a lot about Java. It's one of the most exciting developments in the history of the Internet, rivaling the creation of the World Wide Web. Java became the darling of the Internet programming...
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Fundamentals of X Programming: Graphical User Interfaces and BeyondSpringer, 1999
This book provides an overview of the X Window System focusing on characteristics that have significant impact on the development of both application programs and widgets. We pay special attention to applications that go beyond graphical user interfaces (GUIs); therefore we discuss issues affecting video games, visualization and imaging programs,...
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The PHP Anthology, Volume II: ApplicationsSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2003
A compilation of best practice solutions to common Web Development problems in PHP, focusing on the achievement of practical goals by applying well-structured, object orientated software design principles.
 Volume 2 covers the applications of PHP in the real world including authentication & access control, XML, stats & tracking, caching...
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Engineering and Social Justice (Synthesis Lectures on Engineers, Technology and Society)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
In recent years, some leaders in the engineering community in the United States and other countries have been seeking to cast engineering as a profession in service to humanity. This characterization is often propelled by “the problem” of an overall dearth of students entering engineering and a specific concern about underrepresentation...
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